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GiggleWorth's
K©rny News
Hollow advice? I think not!

It's infuriating! It's exasperating! Yet again, my expertise has been called
into question! Me! Mr GigglesWorth! Yes, me! I know, unbelievable!
Right? But yet, at the same time, so predictable. These hacks, these
know-it-alls who know nothing, saying, well, let's not say what they say.
No sense repeating it. Yet at the same time, I'm so beside myself with
frustration, I can hardly type. Yet, still I do. Somehow, I manage. And
why? To bring you the news, the insight, the trading information you
need, to bet the farm, lay it all on the line, on one last thousand to one
shot. And that shot? Oh, wouldn't you like to know. Let's just say, history
will repeat itself my friends (and enemies, too, you do remember
Carthage). And this graph right here holds the key, a little blip, a peak in
the price, then a pull back, long sellers pulling back, and then as the
issue comes to close, the near cardiac arrest as folks scramble to get
out of the market, don't want to be the one holding the bag when that
happens, I'm thinking. Which is what I do, so you don't have to, think it
through, pick up the pieces, move up and move out, cover the tracks and
move on to greener pastures and higher yields and those, oh, so tasty
government subsidies. Anyway, enough said. They say a picture is worth
a thousand words. And if that be the case, this one writes a book. Right
there, in the middle, at the blip. Will history repeat itself? Are we looking
at CZ2010 or CZ2016? Or the real question. Where is it? Is it safe?
And in the confusion I've sort of lost track was that one shot or two? Is it
CZ2010 or CZ2016? But I suppose before you go long and wind up
getting it in the shorts, what you have to ask yourself, what you always
have to ask yourself, is do you feel lucky, trader? Well, do you? .
.

Although Mr GigglesWorth is more than happy to offer advice, our advice is not to take it. Word to the wise: This is a joke and not to be taken seriously.
Intended as humor.
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Happily selling our two cents worth
for as much as we can, for as long as we can.
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Quick View

In Review

CZ2014

CZ2014

BUY! BUY! BUY!
The summer movie season will
soon be upon us, driving the
demand for popcorn.
Our recommendation: BUY!

March Open: 472.50
March Close: 491.25
G-PICKTM : BUY!
Pr©fit: $18.75/contract!

Do you know what those graphs on the preceding pages mean? Let me assure you that
Mr GigglesWorth does not. But he knows a business opportunity when he sees one. And he
recognizes a downward trending fluctuating variance line when the statistical computer
program he's running tells him that's what it is. But what does that mean, you may ask? Well,
at a rough stab in the dark, it means the days of 200% price swings are behind us. And 100%
variance (from issue inception to delivery) will become the new norm. But in that remains the
potential to double one's money if one times their marketing accordingly. And if the rules of
logic be damned, it also means, as long as you're not betting against Mr GigglesWorth, that
you're staring at an even money proposition. So, what say? I'll put my money on BUY! this
month and hold off selling any interest until next... or so the toss of a coin has decided. And
with that, I will bid adieu, unitl next month, when if you are very-very lucky, you can look
forward to a few more graphs that Mr. GigglesWorth will be unable to make heads nor tails of...
Although Mr GigglesWorth is more than happy to offer advice, our advice is not to take it. Word to the wise: This is a joke and not to be taken seriously.
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